Transparent data on campaigns costs (by Jana Stehnová)
The Czech Electoral Act states that an election campaign means any type of promotion of a
candidate / political entity that is regularly a subject of a payment. According to the law, financing
of the election campaign includes all expenditure connected to the election campaign valued in
money. Only the funds deposited in a voting account can be used for expenses. The use of the
services of consultants, marketers, PR experts and social networks and the like, which serve to
promote the candidate entity or its candidates, can be considered an integral part of the election
campaign.
The so called voting account (electoral account) is established under electoral laws separately for
each election and used to finance the election campaign. The account must be so-called transparent.
In the words of the law, this means that it must allow remote free and uninterrupted access for
third parties to display an overview of payment transactions. In order for a bank account to be
considered transparent, the account must be able to view all transactions currently posted by the
bank at any time. (A technical design that displays transactions only retroactively for a certain time
interval is not considered a transparent account.)
Considering the transactions on these accounts, the purpose of the payment must be stated.
Neither the electoral laws nor the law on political parties specify the content of this communication.
It is essential that the description of the purpose of the transaction clearly states which transaction
it is or for which purpose it is to be carried out (eg gift for election campaign / operation, transfer to
election account, transfer to operating account, etc. .). The scope of the communication is at the
discretion of the principal.
Political parties are encouraged to make sure that they actually set up a transparent account with
the bank that meets the conditions of the law. A failure to open such account in a situation where its
establishment is mandatory is then a misdemeanor for which there is a risk of sanctions.

Limits and thresholds (by Jan Dupák)
The limits for Czech election campaigns were set in 2016 following GRECO recommendations. In the
most observed general election, where voters choose the members of Chamber of Deputies (lower
chamber of Czech Parliament), the total limit for a campaign has been set to CZK 90 million (approx.
€ 3,5 million). For other election campaigns, there are also fixed limits corresponding to the expected
costs of a campaign. The only exception is the election for local assemblies, where it would be tricky
to regulate a “campaign” in a village consisting of 100 voters on one hand and election in Prague on
the other.
Financial limits on election campaigns can prevent people or groups with seemingly unlimited
resources from spending money with no boundaries, as they would value gaining political power over
costs invested in such campaign. When political parties know in advance, what their maximum
spending on a campaign should be, they tend to avoid drowning millions just in order to have more
grandiose campaign than the opponents. Setting a limit makes parties think how to prepare an efficient
campaign.
Any limit on campaign finances would be non-functional, if there were no tools for controlling the
expenses of parties and candidates. An oversight authority plays the key role of keeping eye on the
total spending in a campaign, but such an authority cannot only rely on data provided by the parties.
It has to be able to determine the real cost of particular expense, put value to in-kind contributions,

track down sponsors of political advertisement, and to sanction those, who exceed the set limits or
break the law in order to lower their expenditure. Otherwise, the limits would be only on paper and
cannot bring the desired effect.

The institution of a third party (by Ondřej Cakl)
There are always non-partisan actors in political campaigns, who can significantly support political
candidates, even financially. Thus it makes sense to regulate the role of these “third persons” in
order to secure the legitimacy of their presence in the campaign but also to ensure legality of their
deeds on the other hand.
In the Czech Republic, it is an Act No. 322/2016 Coll., On Electoral Code that limits third persons’
campaign spending and requires the third persons to set up an on-line transparent bank account and
an official website. The campaign of a “third-person” has to be imprinted as well. Non-imprinted
campaign can be put to an end by the authorities and its running sets the ground for investigation
and sanctioning. The registered third-person entity receives a registration number and the Office for
the Oversight of the Finances of Political Parties and Movements publishes relevant data on them.
This requirement on one hand formalizes political activities of all actors in the campaign (including
civic movements etc.), on the other it effectively prevents anonymous “black” campaigns, cryptocampaigning and rigging of the campaigns by foreign influence groups. Yet, it also opens a schism
among the parties and their tools and means for campaigning.

